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The mitigation of oil spills is an important facet of
environmental protection. Understanding oil spills is a first
step toward preventing and minimizing their damage to the
environment. This compilation presents several of the current
studies related to such an understanding of oil spills and the
environment.This book is a compilation of 14 papers
presenting new developments in the field of oil spills, giving
insight into the rapidly changing world of oil spill studies and
technology. The 14 papers included cover topics varying from
risk analysis to oil spill remote sensing. Broadly categorized,
included are six papers on modeling, four papers on remote
sensing, three papers on risk assessment, and one paper on
oil spill countermeasures. Each paper presents a unique
insight into a facet of oil spill research and technology. The
authors of these papers represent many different countries
and affiliations around the world.
Climate change is becoming visible today, and so this
book—through including innovative solutions and experimental
research as well as state-of-the-art studies in challenging
areas related to sustainable energy development based on
hybrid energy systems that combine renewable energy
systems with fuel cells—represents a useful resource for
researchers in these fields. In this context, hydrogen fuel cell
technology is one of the alternative solutions for the
development of future clean energy systems. As this book
presents the latest solutions, readers working in research
areas related to the above are invited to read it.
The Exergy Method of Thermal Plant Analysis aims to
discuss the history, related concepts, applications, and
development of the Exergy Method - analysis technique that
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uses the Second Law of Thermodynamics as the basis of
evaluation of thermodynamic loss. The book, after an
introduction to thermodynamics and its related concepts,
covers concepts related to exergy, such as physical and
chemical exergy, exergy concepts for a control method and a
closed-system analysis, the exergy analysis of simple
processes, and the thermocentric applications of exergy. A
seven-part appendix is also included. Appendices A-D covers
miscellaneous information on exergy, and Appendix E
features charts of thermodynamic properties. Appendix F is a
glossary of terms, and Appendix G contains the list of
references. The text is recommended for physicists who
would like to know more about the Exergy Method, its
underlying principles, and its applications not only in thermal
plant analysis but also in certain areas.
Combustion Engineering & Gas Utilisation is a practical guide
to sound engineering practice for engineers from industry and
commerce responsible for the selection, installation,
designing and maintenance of efficient and safe gas fired
heating equipment.
Handbook of Energy Data and Calculations: Including
Directory of Products and Services provides a comprehensive
review of practical energy problems. This manual is organized
into four sections. Section A contains data charts and tables
relevant to the field of practical energy. Section B covers
theoretical background, product technology, case histories,
and calculation procedures. Section C is composed of
directory of products and services. Bibliography and sources
comprise Section D. This contribution to energy education will
be very helpful to 'energy executive' engaged in this field.

The landscape for implementing energy efficiency
projects is rapidly changing, and the need for energy
project financing has never been greater. The
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purpose of this book is to examine the key factors
which typically lead to success when structuring
financing options for a proposed energy project and
getting it approved by top management. You'll find
the information you'll need to explore as many
financing options as possible, as well as the tools
required to make a comprehensive financial analysis
of your project. You'll learn about the most effective
financing strategies for getting more projects
implemented, including such options as performance
contracts, power purchase agreements, PACE
financing, and others, along with feedback on
specific strategies which have been successfully
used by others to present projects and get them
approved.
Computer-Based Energy Management Systems:
Technology and Applications reviews technological
developments and applications of computer-based
energy management systems for industrial plants.
Topics covered include the philosophy of control for
energy processes; refrigeration management
systems; energy accounting and system diagnostics;
and plant study procedures for energy conservation
projects. Optimization techniques and management
of steam plants and electrical power are also
discussed. This book is comprised of 10 chapters
and begins with an introduction to the concepts of
computer-based energy management systems,
approaches, and trends, along with the benefits of
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implementing advanced controls by upgrading plant
instrumentation. Optimization techniques, including
those for solving complex energy allocation
problems, are analyzed, and the specification and
selection of a computer system are considered from
the perspective of both the user and supplier. The
following chapters explore the major utilities in
process plants with respect to specific energysavings potential and related computer functions.
Energy management opportunities in six selected
industries (pulp and paper, steel, refining, chemical,
textile, and energy production) are also described.
The final chapter presents some ideas for analyzing
plant data and developing a sound, documented
basis for potential energy savings. This monograph
will be of value to practicing engineers as well as
undergraduate and graduate students interested in
energy management.
Mechanical Engineer’s Reference Book, 12th
Edition is a 19-chapter text that covers the basic
principles of mechanical engineering. The first
chapters discuss the principles of mechanical
engineering, electrical and electronics,
microprocessors, instrumentation, and control. The
succeeding chapters deal with the applications of
computers and computer-integrated engineering
systems; the design standards; and materials’
properties and selection. Considerable chapters are
devoted to other basic knowledge in mechanical
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engineering, including solid mechanics, tribology,
power units and transmission, fuels and combustion,
and alternative energy sources. The remaining
chapters explore other engineering fields related to
mechanical engineering, including nuclear, offshore,
and plant engineering. These chapters also cover
the topics of manufacturing methods, engineering
mathematics, health and safety, and units of
measurements. This book will be of great value to
mechanical engineers.
With more and more concern being expressed over
the Earth's dwindling energy resources as well as
rising pollution levels, the subject of energy
management and conservation is becoming
increasingly important. Over half of all energy
consumed is used in buildings so effective
management of buildings whether commercial or
domestic is vital. This book is a comprehensive text
dealing with the theory and practice of the supply of
energy to consumers, energy management and
auditing and energy saving technology. It will be a
core text on courses on energy management and
building services, as well as updating professionals
in the building sector.
Forecasts point to a huge increase in energy
demand over the next 25 years, with a direct and
immediate impact on the exhaustion of fossil fuels,
the increase in pollution levels and the global
warming that will have significant consequences for
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all sectors of society. Irrespective of the likelihood of
these predictions or what researchers in different
scientific disciplines may believe or publicly say
about how critical the energy situation may be on a
world level, it is without doubt one of the great
debates that has stirred up public interest in modern
times. We should probably already be thinking about
the design of a worldwide strategic plan for energy
management across the planet. It would include
measures to raise awareness, educate the different
actors involved, develop policies, provide resources,
prioritise actions and establish contingency plans.
This process is complex and depends on political,
social, economic and technological factors that are
hard to take into account simultaneously. Then,
before such a plan is formulated, studies such as
those described in this book can serve to illustrate
what Information and Communication Technologies
have to offer in this sphere and, with luck, to create a
reference to encourage investigators in the pursuit of
new and better solutions.
How to Finance Energy Management Projects;
Solving the "Lack of Capital Problem"Lulu Press, Inc
This book features extensive coverage of all
Distributed Energy Generation technologies,
highlighting the technical, environmental and
economic aspects of distributed resource integration,
such as line loss reduction, protection, control,
storage, power electronics, reliability improvement,
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and voltage profile optimization. It explains how
electric power system planners, developers,
operators, designers, regulators and policy makers
can derive many benefits with increased penetration
of distributed generation units into smart distribution
networks. It further demonstrates how to best realize
these benefits via skillful integration of distributed
energy sources, based upon an understanding of the
characteristics of loads and network configuration.
Power Electronics Handbook, Fourth Edition, brings
together over 100 years of combined experience in
the specialist areas of power engineering to offer a
fully revised and updated expert guide to total power
solutions. Designed to provide the best technical and
most commercially viable solutions available, this
handbook undertakes any or all aspects of a project
requiring specialist design, installation,
commissioning and maintenance services.
Comprising a complete revision throughout and
enhanced chapters on semiconductor diodes and
transistors and thyristors, this volume includes
renewable resource content useful for the new
generation of engineering professionals. This market
leading reference has new chapters covering electric
traction theory and motors and wide band gap
(WBG) materials and devices. With this book in
hand, engineers will be able to execute design,
analysis and evaluation of assigned projects using
sound engineering principles and adhering to the
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business policies and product/program
requirements. Includes a list of leading international
academic and professional contributors Offers
practical concepts and developments for laboratory
test plans Includes new technical chapters on
electric vehicle charging and traction theory and
motors Includes renewable resource content useful
for the new generation of engineering professionals
The landscape for implementing energy efficient
projects is rapidly changing and the need for energy
project financing has never been greater. This book
provides the key success factors for structuring a
finance energy project and getting it approved by top
management. Part I covers the need for financing as
well as the basic concepts. Part II covers some
practical applications of financing such as
performance contracts, power purchase agreements
and other items like PACE financing. Part III contains
articles that have helped many engineers get more
projects implemented as they include information
that can be used to present projects and get them
approved.
This book highlights a diverse range of initiatives that
have been launched to attain sustainable mobility
systems, in particular regarding the energy efficiency
aspect. It offers a valuable reference for various
stakeholders in transportation systems, while also
sharing new ideas on how transportation can meet
the challenges of tomorrow.
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Agility has become very important for the industries
today as the lifetimes of the products are
continuously shrinking. This book provides an
excellent opportunity for updating understanding of
agile methods from the design, manufacturing and
business process perspectives, whether one is an
industrial practitioner, academic researcher engineer
or business graduate student. This volume is a
compilation of various important aspects of agility
consisting of systemic considerations in
manufacturing, agile software systems, agile
business systems, agile operations research, flexible
manufacturing systems, advanced manufacturing
systems with improved materials and mechanical
behavior of products, agile aspects of design, clean
and green manufacturing systems, environment,
agile defence systems.
Originally published two decades ago, the Energy
Management Handbook has become recognized as
the definitive stand-alone energy manager's desk
reference, used by thousands of energy
management professionals throughout the industry.
Known as the bible of energy management, it has
helped more energy managers reach their potential
than any other resource. Completely revised and
updated, the fifth edition includes new chapters on
building commissioning and green buildings. You'll
find in-depth coverage of every component of
effective energy management, including boiler and
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steam system optimization, lighting and electrical
systems, HVAC system performance, waste heat
recovery, cogeneration, thermal energy storage,
energy management control systems, energy
systems maintenance, building envelope, industrial
insulation, indoor air quality, energy economic
analysis, energy procurement decision making,
energy security and reliability, and overall energy
management program organization. You'll also get
the latest facts on utility deregulation, energy project
financing, and in-house vs. outsourcing of energy
services. The energy industry has change radically
since the initial publication of this reference over 20
years ago. Looking back on the energy arena, one
thing becomes clear: energy is the key element that
must be managed to ensure a company's
profitability. The Energy Management Handbook,
Fifth Edition is the definitive reference to guide
energy managers through the maze of changes the
industry has experienced.
Managing the consumption and conservation of
energy in buildings must now become the concern of
both building managers and occupants. The
provision of lighting, hot water supply,
communications, cooking, space heating and cooling
accounts for 45 per cent of UK energy consumption.
Energy Management and Operating Costs in
Buildings introduces the reader to the principles of
managing and conserving energy consumpton in
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buildings people use for work or leisure. Energy
consumption is considered for the provision of space
heating, hot water, supply ventilation and air
conditioning. The author introduces the use of
standard performance indicators and energy
consumption yardsticks, and discusses the use and
application of degree days.
This new International Version includes all material
covered in the standard eighth edition, but numerical
data and calculations are expressed in Systeme
International (SI) units. Completely revised, this
latest edition includes new chapters on electrical
systems; motors and drives; commissioning; and
human behavior and facility energy management.
Also updated are chapters on lighting, HVAC
systems, web-based building automation, control
systems, green buildings, and greenhouse gas
management. Written by respected professionals,
this book examines objectives of energy
management and illustrates techniques proven
effective for achieving results.
Written with the building owner or facility manager in
mind, this plain English guide to the use of energy
management systems and direct digital control
covers the full spectrum of hardware and software
currently utilized to manage energy and control
inside environments in all types of buildings and
facilities. Topics include hardware and system
components, system architecture, networking,
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communication protocol, operator/machine interface,
estimating costs and savings, choosing the right
system, system expansion, operation and
maintenance and operator training.
Energy Management in Wireless Sensor Networks discusses
this unavoidable issue in the application of Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSN). To guarantee efficiency and durability in a
network, the science must go beyond hardware solutions and
seek alternative software solutions that allow for better data
control from the source to delivery. Data transfer must obey
different routing protocols, depending on the application type
and network architecture. The correct protocol should allow
for fluid information flow, as well as optimizing power
consumption and resources – a challenge faced by dense
networks. The topics covered in this book provide answers to
these needs by introducing and exploring computer-based
tools and protocol strategies for low power consumption and
the implementation of routing mechanisms which include
several levels of intervention, ranging from deployment to
network operation. Explores ways to manage energy
consumption during the design and implementation of WSN
Helps users implement an increase in network longevity
Presents intrinsic characteristics of wireless sensor networks
The Book On Boiler Operation Under The Series Progress In
Energy Auditing And Conservation Presents An Integral
Approach To The Problems Of Energy Auditing In Boiler
Based Industries. It Aims At Highlighting The Benefits
Accruing From Conducting An Energy Audit And Lends A
Degree Of Respectability In Implementing The Energy
Conservation Measures As A Follow-Up Of That Exercise.
The Underlying Philosophy Of The Book Is To Make A
Convincing Case For Going In For Energy Saving By
Generating A Sensitivity In The Users Towards This New
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Cult. The Ultimate Aim Is To Involve These Heavy Energy
Consumers In The National Effort Of Conserving This
Precious Asset. The Theme And The Style Of The Book Is
Directed Towards Disseminating The Energy Conservation
Culture In The Language Of The Users, So That In Times To
Come They Consider It As A Commitment. In General The
Book Is Expected To Be A Useful Reference For Users Of
Boilers In Industries And A Valuable Asset To An Energy
Manager.
This book offers a comprehensive review of renewable
energy sources and optimization strategies in hybrid power
systems (HPSs). It analyses the main issues and challenges
in the renewable (REW) HPS field, particularly those using
fuel cell (FC) systems as their main source of energy. It then
offers innovative solutions to these issues, comparing them to
solutions currently found in the literature. The book discusses
optimization algorithms and energy management strategies.
The focus is chiefly on FC net power maximization and fuel
economy strategies based on global optimization. The last
two chapters discuss energy harvesting from photovoltaic
systems and how to mitigate energy variability in REW FC
HPS. The main content is supplemented by numerous
examples and simulations. Academics, students and
practitioners in relevant industrial branches interested in REW
HPS finds it of considerable interest, as a reference book or
for building their own HPSs based on the examples provided.
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "ShortTerm Load Forecasting by Artificial Intelligent Technologies"
that was published in Energies
Provides information on the 5-year contracts that went into
effect in 1992 between the Energy Dept. (DOE) and the Univ.
of California for the management and operation of the Los
Alamos Nat. Lab., the Lawrence Livermore Nat. Lab., and the
Lawrence Berkeley Nat. Lab. Contains recommendations
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designed to insure that (1) DOE has adequate controls over
the Univ. of Cal., including the research projects the Univ.
sponsors at the labs., and (2) DOE's proposed changes in
contracting policy are cost-effective and fair.
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